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PetSafe Elite 

Big Dog Bark Collar 
Patented Perfect Bark Technology 

Temperament Learning System 

3 Year Manufacturer’s warranty 

For Big Dogs 25kg and up. 

Progressive Light-Touch Stimulations that 
learns, SO your dog can bark when needed. 

 

http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/petsafe-big-dog-bark-control-collar-

deluxe 

UNIT SIZE & WEIGHT: 25mm x 25mm x 50mm | 81g 

ANY BIG DOG BARKING ANY TEMPERAMENT – 10 ‘LIGHT-TOUCH’ STIMULATIONS 

Only remove the nuisance barking for BIG dogs, leave the good barking… Activates only when it 

detects both sound and vibration so it’s one of the safest Bark Collars for Big Dogs around. 

The Temperament learning tracks the 10 light touch Stimulation and will remember the levels that 

stops your dog barking then simply re-set it to learn again after a training period. Whether you have 

a sensitive giant or a determined barking dog it will adjust to what is needed. 

PETSAFE BIG DOG - PERFECT BARK TECHNOLOGY – DUAL DETECTION 

Perfect Bark Technology is a patented feature that prevents false activations. It requires both sound 

and vibration to come from your dog simultaneously before activating and delivering stimulation. 

10 PROGRESSIVE AUTOMATIC LEVELS – PLUS TEMPERAMENT LEARNING 

The stimulation level starts at level 1 and progressively increases (10 levels) with little touches as your 

dog continues to bark. Covers Sensitive dogs and the stubborn barker… BUT… It then learns the correct 

levels that your dog responds to and activates at that level in future. Then, after a ‘reconditioning 

period’ you re-set the PetSafe Big Dog Bark Collar to learn again. 

FULLY WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE DESIGN 

A waterproof receiver unit - long lasting and durable. 

ACCURATE AND CONSISTENT – SAFETY CUT-OUT FEATURE 

if your dog barks 15 times within 80 seconds- to avoid over-correction the 

PetSafe Elite Big Dog Bark Collar will shuts down for 3 minutes  

BIG DOG BARK COLLAR – ADJUSTABLE FIT STRAP 

The adjustable collar/strap is perfect for dogs from 25kg and up with neck 

sizes of up to 71cm. Adjust the quick-release strap as needed. 

LED BATTERY INDICATOR - DUAL COLOUR 

The LED indicator shows Low Battery, Flashes on activation and is used to 

re-set the temperament learning system. Uses the RFA188 Battery module 

for confirmed waterproofing. 
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